
Kollectaball Mini Assembly InstructionsKollectaball Mini Assembly Instructions

Thank-you for purchasing a Kollectaball Mini Ball Collector. Thank-you for purchasing a Kollectaball Mini Ball Collector. 
The Mini is the fastest portable ball collector and easy and The Mini is the fastest portable ball collector and easy and 

fun to use.  It can pick up to 40 balls in seconds and can fun to use.  It can pick up to 40 balls in seconds and can 
easily be emptied into a ball cart or machine. easily be emptied into a ball cart or machine. 

The Mini comes unassembled to allow for more  
cost-effective and safer shipping. Assembly will  

require roughly 40 minutes for a first-time assembler. 
IF YOU REQUIRE ASSEMBLY ASSISTANCE, WE ARE 

HERE TO HELP. CALL TOLL FREE 1-888-985-1009 OR 
EMAIL info@rcssports.com 



Before assembly, the following 
tools are required: 
1. Protective Eye wear
2. Flat Head Screwdriver
3. Pliers

1.  Tension Wire 
2.  Wire Mounting Disk (R090) x 2
3.  Cage Holder (R182) 
4.  Wire Removal Tool (R062)

9. Long Screw x 2
10. Short Screw x 2
11. Wrench
12. Connector

13. Allen Key
14. Wire (R101) x 62  
15. Handle x 2  

5. Coupler x 2
6.  Wire Opener x 2
7.  Wire Opener Plate x 2
8.  Lock Nut (R137) x 4 
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STEP 1: Assembling the Cage

STEP 2: Assembling the Handle

Insert one coupler at the end of the handle. Insert the other handle into the end of coupler. Tighten using the allen key provided.
Insert the second coupler at the end of the handle and attach the connector. Tighten with the allen key. 

The numbered white sticker on the mounting disk helps to indicate the next available slot. Insert one wire (R101) as shown into  
slot #1 on the mounting disk. You will hear it click into place. DO NOT INSERT THE WIRE UPSIDE DOWN. Being careful not to  

miss any slots, continue inserting wires in numeric order until all 60 slots are full. Take the second disk, face the silver section of each  
disk towards each other, then insert the other end of the wires into the 60 slots in numeric order. Remove the white stickers and  

store the 2 extra wires in case damaged wires need to be replaced in the future.

X
Take the centre tensioning bar and push one end into one of the four slits in the centre of the wire mounting disc. 

Repeat on the other wire mounting disc.



STEP 3: Cage Holder and Handle Assembly

STEP 4: Attaching the Cage to the Cage Holder

Insert the cage holder into the connector and tighten with the  
long screws (#9) and lock nuts provided.

Attached the 2 wire opener plates with short screws (#10) and lock nuts 
provided to the sides of the cage holder as shown. One screw per plate.

Insert the wire opener into the plates as shown.

Align the holes on the ends of the cage with the cage holder and squeeze into place.

Kollectaball is a trade mark of IntoEuropeSales Ltd. Distributed in North America by RCS Sports

You are  
now ready  
to enjoy  
your  
Kollectaball!


